Short Proof of the single Rapier
A full transcription and English translation, along with interpretation of Pieter Bailly’s Cort Bewijs van
t’Rapier alleen, by Reinier van Noort.
Introductory notes
I prepared the transcription and translation presented here a few years back, but withheld publication to support the great article containing
transcription and translation published soon after by Galas and Steenput (2011). I have previously presented the interpretation included in this
document at several events in Europe, but I have never published this full interpretation before.
Bailly prepared this treatise after becoming the fencing master of Amsterdam, to where he moved in 1602, and before 1608, when the work was
included in a catalogue of the library of Prince Maurice (Galas and Steenput, 2011). Before coming to Amsterdam, Bailly had a rather colourful
life in Leiden. For a full discussion of Bailly’s interesting life, the reader is referred to Galas and Steenput (2011). Whereas Bailly’s Cort Bewijs
is a short work with only 24 pages (including the frontispiece), each showing one illustration with minimal text, the illustrations were most likely
drawn by Pieter Bailly himself, and they contain a number of cunningly deviced clues to help interpret the actions shown.
The main clue is provided by disembodied feet or footprints that show the previous positions of the fencer’s feet, thus making clear what
footwork was used from the preceding situation. Secondly, the initial attack – either the breaking of the posture (4r) followed by a cut (5v), or the
outside thrust (7r) around the displacement of which (10v) the main part of the treatise revolves – is always performed by the fencer on the left.
Finally, whereas the fencers in most plates are completely naked (except for a small thong covering their genitals), in each plate showing the
final counter in a sequence, to which no further counter is shown, the fencers are fully dressed.
In the following interpretations of the illustrations, for reasons of brevity and clarity, Italian terminology (prima, seconda, tertia, quarta) will be
used to describe the position in which the hand is turned. In the various illustrations, the sword is generally held in a relatively loose grip. Often,
the thumb is placed on the quillion block or the flat of the ricasso, either to better support a displacement (e.g. 11r), or to help hold the sword in
place using the structure of the hand rather than pure strength (in quarta – e.g. 3v). Furthermore, the way the sword is gripped in the hand often

shifts when the fencer changes between different hand positions (e.g. from quarta to seconda, cf. 2r vs. 3v), so that less of a turn is needed in the
wrist. Finally, it should be noted that in none of the illustrations, the finger is wrapped around the cross.
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(1r)

Cort Bewijs’
Van t’Rapier alleen. Wat verande=
ringen uijt het verset vanden
buijten steeck connen geschieden, met
de’tegen-veranderinge’ van dien.
Voor deerste deel.
Door P. Bailly aengenomen Scherm-Mr. van Amstelredam.
Short proof
Of the single Rapier.
What changes can take place from the parry of the
outside thrust, with the counter-changes of them.
For the first part.
By P. Bailly, accepted fencing master of Amsterdam.

The frontispiece shows the title of the treatise, surrounded by a variety of weapons, from steel and wooden rondel daggers, to wooden dussacken, steel
bucklers, sideswords, feders, halberds and pikes.

(1v)

.A.
Inleijdúng tot de Konst .Ie.
First Introduction to the Art
The first illustration shows a man who is either standing in posture, or lunging, his sword held in quarta. He has his right foot in front. Note his forwardleaning stance with a limited spacing between his feet (about 1.5 foot), and carries his face somewhat in front of his knee. His right arm is extended fully, and
the blade is held out nearly horizontally (slightly up) at the height of his shoulder. He has his left arm hanging down by his side.
On the left side a fully naked man stands without sword with a cloth held behind himself at his hips.

(2r)
.B.
.IJ . Inleijdúng:
e

Second Introduction
The second illustration shows another fencer either standing in posture, or attacking with a passing step. This fencer has his left foot in front with a longer
spacing between his feet (about 3-3.5 feet), and holds his body almost straight up. He carries his sword in prima or seconda, at the level of his eyes, while his
left arm hangs down by his side.
On the left stands a naked man, wearing only a thong to cover his genitals, with his right arm raised and his left arm down.

(3v)
.C.
Rechte Postuer.
Straight (or right) posture.
The third illustration shows two naked fencers demonstrating an engagement in the right posture. The fencer on the left has engaged the fencer on the right on
the inside line. Both fencers stand in quarta, but while the fencer on the right stands in a forward leaning position with his face somewhat in front of his right
(forward) knee, the fencer on the left stands with his weight more balanced between his legs, and his feet further apart. Note that the engagement shown is at
quite a short distance, with the strong of the fencer on the right on the half strong of the fencer on the left.

(4r)
.D.
T’breeken vande
Postúer.
The breaking of the posture.
From the previous illustration, as evidenced by the footprints shown on the floor, the fencer on the right has stepped forwards to break the posture of the
fencer on the left. Stepping somewhat to the outside, he has bound over his opponent’s blade, pushing it down and to the outside with a circular motion.
Through this movement, he has kept his sword in quarta, meaning that his thumb is still on top. He has his left fist placed against his hip.

(5v)
.E.
Snede volgende úijt t’breken van
voorgaende Postúer.
Cut following from the breaking of the preceding posture.
From the previous illustration, without further footwork or other movements, the fencer on the left has drawn back his sword to release it from the bind, and,
continuing this motion, has raised his sword to cut a horizontal cut, in quarta, to the left side of the face of the fencer on the right.

(6r)
.F.
Belet vanden vorß. snede.
Prevention of the preceding cut.
Here, two fencers show a counter against the previous cut. As the fencer on the left moves to make his cut (after breaking his opponent’s posture), the fencer
on the right steps forwards with both feet, lifting his blade up to parry, and, with his left hand, seizes the hilt of his assailant, while moving his blade
backwards to free it. Note that here the left arm of the attacker is swung back almost straight. Note that here, for the first time, both fencers are fully dressed,
signaling that this is the end of this sequence, and no further counters will follow.

(7v)
.G.
Búyten Steecke.
Outside Thrust.
Here, a thrust on the outside line is made by the fencer on the left. He thrusts in quarta over the arm of his opponent (standing in posture in quarta), possibly
binding his opponent’s sword, but only with his crossguard, or else not at all. The attacker’s right arm is extended straight at shoulder level, but the point of
his sword is a little lower. Outlined feet on the ground show that he stepped forwards with both feet, without increasing the distance between his feet (i.e. he
did not execute a proper lunge). His body is leaning forward, though his face is still behind his right knee. His left arm is not hanging down straight, but
swung back somewhat.

(8r)
.H.
T’breecken vanden voorgaenden
steeck.
The breaking of the preceding thrust.
Here, the first counter against the thrust on the outside line is shown. Similar to the breaking of the posture, as shown on illustration D, the fencer on the right
has stepped forwards with his right foot, and broken his assailant’s thrust by binding it down with his strong, with a circular motion, ending up with his sword
on top, with full strong on half strong.

(9r)
.I.
Snede op t’breken vanden búijten
steecke.
Cut following the breaking of the outside thrust.
Here, a continuation of the previous illustration is shown. After breaking the thrust, the fencer on the right continues with a horizontal or upwards cut in
quarta to the left side of the face of the fencer on the left.

(10v)
.K.
Verset op den steeck hier voor by de
letter .G. úyt welck verset vyff
veranderingen volgen.
Displacement to the thrust before at the letter .G. from which displacement five changes follow.
This illustration shows the displacement of the thrust on the outside line as mentioned in the title of the treatise. From illustration N onwards, changes (i.e.,
counters) against this displacement, as well as counters to these counters will be demonstrated.

(11r)
.L.
Verset met steeck in een tyt.
Displacement with thrust in one time.
Here, a single-tempo displacement with thrust, i.e., a thrust in opposition, is shown. The fencer on the right displaces his opponent’s thrust by rolling his
sword into seconda, and at the same time sets his point on the opponent’s chest, over his arm. Note that in making this displacement he moves the right foot
forwards. Also note that the opponent, who makes the initial thrust, is not positioned in quarta (as in the previous illustrations), but in seconda. Finally, note
the loose grip on the sword used by the fencer on the right, who may even have rolled the grip in his hand somewhat to let the crossguard stand upwards, with
the thumb placed along the flat of the blade to increase strength and control in the opposition.

(12r)
.M.
Lossen steeck sonder verset in
eenen- tyt.
Loose thrust with no displacement in one time.
In this illustration, the thrust on the outside line is countered by the fencer on the right, who voids it by passing with the left foot, while thrusting in prima, or
perhaps seconda, under the arm at the same time. The passing step is clearly shown by the outlined foot behind the fencer, and this also shows that the step is
not made with a strong diagonal component, but (more or less) straight forwards. Likewise, the body is carried quite upright with minimal leaning forwards or
sideways, off the line. The fencer has his left arm hanging down by his side.

(13v)
.N.
Eerste’
veranderinge sprúytend’úyt het verset hier voor by letter .K.
First change sprouting from the displacement before at letter .K.
This illustration shows the first of five changes, or counters, performed against the displacement of the thrust on the outside line (i.e., following upon
illustration K). As the fencer on the right moves to displace the attack, the fencer on the left has disengages and continues his thrust on the inside line, in
quarta, placing the hilt such that it closes the line.

(14r)
.O.
Tegen-Veranderinghe.
Counter-change.
This illustration shows a counter-change against the change shown in illustration N. The fencer on the right voids the thrust on the inside line by stepping with
his left foot around and to the outside of his right foot (i.e., by making a volta), and counter-thrusts in quarta. Note that the thrust on the inside line made by
the fencer on the left is here shown in seconda, rather than quarta.

(15v)
.P.
.ije.
Veranderinghe.
Second change.
Here, the second change against the displacement of the outside thrust is shown. As the fencer on the right moves to displace this thrust on the outside line
given by the fencer on the left, the fencer on the left disengages to the inside line, and thrusts straight forwards there, in quarta. He does not close the line with
his sword, but instead uses the left hand placed against the blade of his opponent for that purpose. He carries this thrust forwards with a passing step straight
ahead with the left foot, rather than the steps used in the original attack or the first change. This suggests that the displacement is made before the attacker
steps.

(16r)
.Q.
Tegen-veranderinghe.
Counter-change.
Here, a counter-change is shown against the change shown in illustration P. The fencer on the left has made his disengage, and passing step to continue his
attack on the inside line, and has moved his left hand to intercept the blade of the fencer on the right. However, the fencer on the right has avoided the left
hand of the fencer on the left by disengaging over it, and he has thrust in quarta with the hand a little higher than his shoulder, and the point angled down. This
thrust is combined with a void, made by stepping back with the right foot, crossing the right leg in front of the left leg, resulting in a backwards volta. This
backwards volta is likely made to create some distance (and hence time) to act in, as the passing step made by the fencer on the left carries him forwards
aggressively.

(17v)
.R.
.iije.
Veranderinghe.
Third change.
In this illustration, the third change following on the displacement of the thrust on the outside line is shown. As the fencer on the right moves to displace the
thrust, the fencer on the left has disengaged, and stepped with his left foot pivoting around his right, to his right side. This footwork is shown with an outlined
foot where the left foot moved from, and a triangle drawn on the floor. The fencer attacks with a thrust in quarta, with the hand held high (at head level), and
the point significantly lower (chest level).

(18r)
.S.
Verset met handt en steeck
in een tyt.
Displacement with hand with a thrust in one time.
This illustration shows a counter to the preceding change. The fencer on the right displaces the thrust of the fencer on the left down with his left hand, and
rolls his right hand into seconda or prima to thrust to his attacker’s eyes.

(19v)
.T.
.iiije.
Veranderinge met treden en hoú sprúytende
uijt de postuer bij de letter .R.
Fourth change with steps and cut sprouting from the posture at the letter .R.
This is the least clear illustration to interpret. It shows the fourth change against the displacement of the thrust on the outside line. As in the third change, the
attacker steps off the line to his right side with his left foot (on the same triangle), but now he also steps off the line to his right side with his right foot, making
a second triangle, with the triangles together forming a diamond. This diamond is drawn on the floor, along with disembodied feet showing the attacker’s
footwork. The attacker is further shown to have his body leaning forwards, and his right shoulder turned to the enemy. The difficult part is in interpreting the
position of his sword. The fencer is shown to have drawn back his right arm, and he has his right hand above and in front of his left shoulder, which suggests
he has prepared a diagonal cut from his left. However, his blade is drawn still on the outside of his opponent’s sword, which means he cannot attack on that
side. A possible interpretation is that the artist made a small error here, and that the attacker should have disengaged his sword to the inside of his opponent’s
sword before chambering it for this cut. This would also allow him to protect his face against the sword of the opponent. This interpretation is supported by
the next illustration, showing a counter, where the attacker’s sword is indeed on the inside.

(20r)
.V.
Tegen hoú des mans, te gelyck houende over
t’aengesicht oft andersins over de
schenen van u partye.
Counter-cut, that you cut at the same time for the face or otherwise for the shins of the opponent.
Here, the counter with cut shown in the preceding illustration is countered with a cut to the face or else to the shins. As the fencer on the left prepares his
change, and draws back his right arm, the fencer on the right extends his left arm and places his hand on the upper arm of his opponent, thus preventing the
cut from being made. At the same time, his sword is free to cut for the face or the legs of his opponent.

(21r)
.X.
Veranderinghe met steeck tredende te
rugghe opten hou by letter .T.
Change with thrust stepping back at the cut at letter .T.
This illustration shows a second counter against the fourth change, shown on page T. Here, the fencer on the right passes backwards with his right foot, and
disengages his sword, to thrust this into the face of his attacker.

(22v)
.Y.
.ve.
Veranderinge.
Fifth change.
This illustration shows the fifth change. As the fencer on the right displaces the thrust on the outside line, the fencer on the left passes forwards, places his left
hand on the hilt or strong of his opponent’s sword, and draws his sword back and up in preparation for a strong cut down from the right.

(23r)
.Z.
Tegen-veranderinge.
Counter-change.
This final illustration shows a counter against the fifth change. As the fencer on the left passes forwards, draws back his sword, and seeks the hilt or strong of
the sword of the fencer on the right, the fencer on the right passes straight back with the right foot, and disengages around his attacker’s left hand, placing a
thrust with the hand at shoulder level and the point somewhat lower on his chest.

